Background
==========

Evidence has accumulated supporting the notion that processes during sleep contribute significantly to motor learning and memory consolidation.[@b1-nss-3-039]--[@b7-nss-3-039] Memory consolidation refers to either the stabilization or the enhancement (offline learning) of a memory through the passage of time without additional practice.[@b8-nss-3-039],[@b9-nss-3-039] Individuals who sleep following practice of a motor task demonstrate an improvement in performance of that task compared with participants who do not sleep.[@b10-nss-3-039]--[@b14-nss-3-039] While sleep has been shown to promote offline motor skill learning, there are factors to consider, including the type of instruction provided and the type of task utilized, when examining the role of sleep on offline motor skill learning and memory consolidation.

The type of instruction provided to participants before or during practice influences whether offline motor learning is related to sleep or simply the passage of time.[@b15-nss-3-039],[@b16-nss-3-039] Studies have confirmed that sleep enhances offline learning if the task is explicitly learned, that is, the individuals practicing the task are aware of the pattern to be learned.[@b15-nss-3-039],[@b17-nss-3-039],[@b18-nss-3-039] In a study by Robertson et al,[@b15-nss-3-039] participants who were provided explicit information about the sequence to be learned and then practiced the motor task demonstrated an improvement in performance only if the training was followed by a period of sleep. In contrast, participants who were unaware of the sequence (learned the sequence implicitly) demonstrated an improvement in performance following sleep as well as a similar period of being awake. Supporting the findings from Robertson et al,[@b15-nss-3-039] Nemeth et al[@b19-nss-3-039] found that general skill learning of an implicit probabilistic task improved offline regardless of whether the offline period contained sleep or did not. Findings from a series of studies by Yordanova et al[@b20-nss-3-039]--[@b22-nss-3-039] suggest that performance on an implicit task (the number reduction task) is enhanced overnight due to activation of the hippocampal system, which is associated with explicit learning and memory consolidation.[@b23-nss-3-039],[@b24-nss-3-039] In examining prior studies[@b11-nss-3-039]--[@b14-nss-3-039] that also demonstrated offline enhancement of skill ability following a period of sleep, the similarity between these studies, although not stated outright, is that the participants in these studies all had explicit awareness of the skill being learning and, thus, lends support to the notion that offline motor memory consolidation of explicitly learned tasks is sleep-dependent. Taken together, these findings indicate that while memory consolidation of implicitly learned tasks is typically time-dependent, memory consolidation using explicit instruction is sleep-dependent.

While concurrent evidence supports the theory that explicit memory is preferentially enhanced offline during sleep,[@b15-nss-3-039],[@b17-nss-3-039],[@b18-nss-3-039] it remains unclear if sleep enhances all types of explicitly learned motor skills. Two important classifications for motor skills are discrete skills and continuous skills. Continuous motor skills are those in which the movement is cyclical and repetitive, with an arbitrary beginning and end.[@b25-nss-3-039],[@b26-nss-3-039] Examples of continuous skills include swimming, running, or performing a tracking task. In contrast, discrete motor skills represent a distinct, manipulation-type skill that has a specific beginning and end.[@b26-nss-3-039],[@b27-nss-3-039] Examples of discrete skills include kicking a soccer ball or pressing a key on the keyboard.

The two different classifications of motor skills are thought to rely on different mechanisms of motor control. Due to the often rapid nature of discrete tasks, these types of skills are thought to rely on a motor program to produce the rapid movement.[@b26-nss-3-039],[@b28-nss-3-039],[@b29-nss-3-039] There is often not enough time to use online feedback to correct the discrete movement while the movement is being performed. On the other hand, continuous tasks are thought to rely on the ability to use feedback to correct movements while the movement is being produced.[@b30-nss-3-039] Thus, sleep may preferentially enhance one type of skill due to the differences in motor control.

In addition to different mechanisms of motor control, studies demonstrate that discrete movements result in more extensive neuronal activation than continuous movements.[@b25-nss-3-039],[@b26-nss-3-039],[@b31-nss-3-039] Habas et al[@b25-nss-3-039] examined the cerebral and the cerebellar networks involved in performing a unimanual continuous movement and a unimanual discrete movement. They found overlap in the brain areas activated during the performance of the discrete and continuous motor tasks, but found that the discrete movements were associated with a stronger and bilateral activation of some of the brain areas. In addition, performance of the discrete movement specifically resulted in the recruitment of additional brain areas not observed during performance of the continuous movement. The authors suggest that the discrete movement produced more extensive neural activation than the continuous movement because the discrete movement requires more attentional and computational load to coordinate the sequential movements of a discrete task.[@b25-nss-3-039]

In line with the findings of Habas et al[@b25-nss-3-039], Spencer et al[@b32-nss-3-039] found that a region within the cerebellum was more active when participants produce flexion-extension of the index finger with a brief pause prior to the next movement (discrete movement) compared with when the movements were produced without this discontinuity (continuous movement). The authors proposed that the discrete movements are represented as a sequence of successively timed events, and the cerebellum has a central role in the representation of the timing of these events. In contrast, continuous movements lack an event structure. Therefore, their timing can be achieved through the control of kinematic variables. Due to the various degrees of neuronal activation and differences in brain areas involved in producing a discrete task compared with a continuous task, sleep may impact the offline enhancement of these two types of tasks differently.

Most of the studies examining the beneficial role of sleep in motor performance enhancement have utilized discrete tasks such as a finger-to-thumb opposition task,[@b12-nss-3-039],[@b18-nss-3-039] a sequential finger-tapping task,[@b11-nss-3-039],[@b13-nss-3-039],[@b14-nss-3-039] and the serial reaction time (SRT) task.[@b15-nss-3-039] However, a few sleep studies have utilized continuous tasks to assess the role of sleep in motor learning or performance. Elmenhorst et al[@b33-nss-3-039] demonstrated that partial sleep deprivation over four nights significantly impaired performance on an unstable tracking task. The pursuit rotor task, another type of continuous task, has been utilized to elucidate changes in the brain representation of motor memory after sleep[@b34-nss-3-039] and to compare the changes that occur in sleep architecture following the acquisition of this task in young and older subjects.[@b35-nss-3-039] However, the pursuit rotor does not incorporate a novel sequence of movement, and it is difficult to assess the immediate effect of sleep on motor skill learning and memory consolidation because the retest sessions took place three days[@b34-nss-3-039] or one week[@b36-nss-3-039] following initial practice. One study used a continuous tracking task to assess sleep-dependent motor skill learning in individuals with stroke and demonstrated a benefit from sleep to promote learning of an explicitly learned continuous tracking task.[@b37-nss-3-039] Individuals with stroke performed with less error on the continuous tracking task following a night of sleep but not following a period of being awake. However, the interaction of sleep and explicit instruction on offline motor learning of a novel tracking task in young healthy individuals has never been considered.

Therefore, the purpose of this study is to verify performance on an explicitly instructed discrete task undergoes sleep-dependent enhancement (experiment 1) and to determine if performance on an explicitly instructed continuous task will benefit from sleep to promote overnight skill enhancement (experiment 2) in young healthy adults.

Experiment 1
============

Materials and methods
---------------------

### Subjects

In the first experiment, 28 healthy young adults (25.6 ± 3.8 years, 19 females, nine males) were recruited from the University of Kansas Medical Center and the community to practice the SRT task, a discrete task, either at 8 pm or 8 am and then return for retention testing after a 12 ± 1 hour period either including sleep (SRT sleep group) or not including sleep (SRT no-sleep group). Participants in the sleep group slept the night between practice and retention in their home, and participants in the no-sleep group conducted their normal daily activities. The study was conducted according to the regulations of and with approval from the Human Subjects Committee at the University of Kansas Medical Center. Written informed consent was received from all participants. All participants who consented completed the study. Participants did not receive payment for participation. Participants were excluded if they presented with acute medical problems, uncorrected vision loss, previous history of psychiatric admission or neurological disease, or scored below 26 on the Mini-Mental State Exam (MMSE). The Stanford Sleepiness Scale[@b38-nss-3-039] was used to assess level of sleepiness prior to practice and retention testing. The Stanford Sleepiness Scale is a seven-point ordinal scale, whereby 1 = wide awake and 7 = nearly asleep. Participants maintained a sleep log to assess the amount of sleep achieved by participants for the week prior to practice. Participants were instructed to refrain from alcohol and caffeine for 24 hours prior to and during testing. There were no differences between the sleep and no-sleep group for age (F~1,26~ = 0.406, *P* = 0.530), MMSE score (F~1,26~ = 0.000, *P* = 1.00), amount of sleep the week prior to practice (F~1,26~ = 1.349, *P* = 0.256), or the level of sleepiness at practice (F~1,26~ = 1.650, *P* = 0.210) or retention testing (F~1,26~ = 1.000, *P* = 0.327, [Table 1](#t1-nss-3-039){ref-type="table"}).

### Serial reaction time task

During SRT task practice, participants sat in front of a computer with the most centered letters on the centrally placed keyboard (v, b, n, and m) capped with the colors red, yellow, blue, and green, respectively. Only one colored circle was displayed on the computer screen at a time. Participants responded using the first four fingers of their dominant hand, pressing one of the four keys corresponding to the appropriately colored circle. Participants were instructed to respond as quickly and accurately as possible.

Fifteen blocks of the SRT task were performed during the practice session. Each block included 100 responses. The first block and second to last block (block 14) of responses contained randomly ordered stimuli. The middle 12 blocks and last block (block 15) consisted of a repeating 10-element sequence (blue-yellow-red-blue-green-red-blue-red-green-yellow) with an ambiguous or minimal probabilistic relationship between the elements. The sequence was designed to contain no more than one trill (eg, red, blue, red) and have no repeating positions or colors. The transition between the end of one sequence and the beginning of the next within a block was not marked. In total, during practice, the 10-element sequence was performed 130 times. Participants returned for delayed retention testing 12 hours (± 1 hour) following practice either including sleep (sleep group) or not including sleep (no-sleep group). Retention testing consisted of two blocks, ie, one random block followed by a repeating sequence block.

### Explicit instruction for serial reaction time task

Participants received instruction prior to practice regarding the presence of the repeating sequence. First, they studied a pictorial representation of, but were not allowed to physically practice, the sequence. A recognition test prior to practice verified that participants had acquired explicit knowledge regarding the repeating sequence.[@b39-nss-3-039] Ten iterations of a pictorial representation of either the sequence they were instructed to learn (n = 3) or a foil sequence (n = 7) were shown; participants had to decide (forced choice) if the sequence was one they recognized as the sequence they explicitly learned. Participants were required to score at least 80% correct on the recognition test or would undergo the instruction process until 80% was achieved. No participants required reinstruction.

### Statistical analysis

The median response time for each 10-element sequence was calculated, and the mean median response time for each block was calculated as the summary score. Acquisition practice performance was examined using a two factor (group \[sleep, no-sleep\] X block \[2--13,15\]) repeated-measures analysis of variance, with response time score as the dependent variable. Offline learning was calculated by subtracting the retention block response time from the response time of the last practice block. Parameter estimates were then generated by a repeated-measures analysis of variance model to assess the significance of change in motor behavior associated with offline motor skill learning attributable to sleep for the sleep group or the passage of time for the no-sleep group.

Results
=======

As [Figure 1](#f1-nss-3-039){ref-type="fig"} shows, performance for both the sleep group and no-sleep group benefited from practice, as shown by a main effect of block (F~12,312~ = 62.849, *P* \< 0.001), indicating that both the SRT sleep and SRT no-sleep groups became faster with training. The time of day of practice did not impact acquisition performance of the SRT task, as evidenced by the insignificant group effect (main effect of group, F~1,26~ = 2.493, *P* = 0.126). The group by block interaction was not significant. Only the SRT sleep group demonstrated significant offline motor learning of the SRT task, achieving a faster response time at retention compared with the last block of practice (*P* = 0.017, [Figure 2](#f2-nss-3-039){ref-type="fig"}); the SRT no-sleep group did not (*P* = 0.240, [Figure 2](#f2-nss-3-039){ref-type="fig"}). This first experiment supports previous literature demonstrating that sleep promotes offline motor learning of an explicitly learned discrete motor task in healthy young adults.

Experiment 2
============

Materials and methods
---------------------

### Subjects

Twenty-two healthy young individuals were recruited to participate in the second experiment. Two of the participants did not complete testing and their data was not included in data analysis. Twenty individuals (25.6 ± 3.3 years, 13 females, seven males) practiced a continuous tracking task consisting of a repeating sequence embedded within two random segments. A continuous tracking task was originally developed by Pew[@b40-nss-3-039] and has since been used by others[@b41-nss-3-039]--[@b45-nss-3-039] to examine continuous motor sequence learning. Similar to the first experiment, participants practiced the continuous tracking task at either 8 pm or 8 am with a retention test approximately 12 hours later. Individuals in the continuous tracking sleep group slept between practice and retention testing while individuals in the continuous tracking no-sleep group stayed awake. As in Experiment 1, participants were recruited from the University of Kansas Medical Center and the community, written informed consent was obtained, and participants were not paid for participation. Similar exclusion criteria and sleep assessments were used as in Experiment 1. The continuous tracking sleep and continuous tracking no-sleep group did not differ in age (F~1,18~ = 1.738, *P* = 0.204), MMSE score (F~1,18~ = 0.000, *P* = 1.000), amount of sleep the week prior to practice (F~1,18~ = 0.026, *P* = 0.873), or level of sleepiness at practice (F~1,18~ = 0.459, *P* = 0.507) or at retention testing (F~1,18~ = 3.470, *P* = 0.079, [Table 1](#t1-nss-3-039){ref-type="table"}).

### Continuous tracking task

To practice the continuous tracking task, participants were instructed to control a joystick to track a target on the computer screen that moved in a sinusoidal wave pattern.[@b42-nss-3-039],[@b45-nss-3-039] Only the target (white box) and the participant's cursor position (red circle) were visible to the participant; there was no residual trace of the wave on the screen. Each participant practiced the continuous tracking task for eight blocks of 10 trials, each for a total of 80 iterations of the repeating wave pattern. Each trial consisted of three segments, ie, one repeating segment imbedded between two random segments. Each segment was 12 seconds long, for a total trial length of 36 seconds, with a three-second stable baseline trial divider. To assess offline motor learning, participants completed one block (10 trials) of the continuous tracking task at a retention test 12 ± 1 hours after practice.

### Explicit instruction for continuous tracking task

All participants received explicit instruction prior to practice that a wave sequence would be repeated throughout practice of the continuous tracking task. Participants were first verbally instructed that a sequence would occur, but that the sequence might be difficult to identify during practice because it would be embedded between random waves. Participants then watched the sequence for as many times as they requested but did not perform the repeating sequence on the computer. Participants then underwent a recognition test prior to practice to ensure acquisition of explicit knowledge of the repeating sequence. Participants watched a target move on the computer screen and were asked to indicate whether or not the sequence displayed was the repeating sequence. Ten iterations were shown, ie, three of the repeating sequence and seven foils. Similar to experiment 1, participants were required to score at least 80% correct on the recognition test. If an 80% correct was not achieved, participants would again receive the explicit instruction until they were able to score 80% correct on the recognition test. Two participants required reinstruction to achieve a score of at least 80%.

### Statistical analysis

The root mean square error (RMSE) for the sequence was calculated for each trial, and median RMSE was calculated for each block as a summary score for tracking accuracy of the tracking task.[@b42-nss-3-039],[@b44-nss-3-039],[@b45-nss-3-039] Similar to the first experiment, a two factor (group \[sleep, no-sleep\] X block \[1--8\]) repeated-measures analysis of variance with RMSE as the dependent variable assessed practice performance, and an offline learning score was generated by subtracting the retention block RMSE from the last practice block RMSE. Parameter estimates generated by a repeated-measures analysis of variance model assessed sleep-dependent or time-dependent offline motor learning.

Results
-------

As [Figure 3](#f3-nss-3-039){ref-type="fig"} shows, both the continuous tracking sleep group and continuous tracking no-sleep group demonstrated a significant reduction in error during practice (main effect of block, F~7,126~ = 3.130, *P* = 0.004) despite practicing at different times of day (main effect of group, F~1,18~ = 0.306, *P* = 0.587). The interaction was not significant. The continuous tracking no-sleep group demonstrated significant offline motor learning of the continuous tracking task (*P* = 0.001, [Figure 4](#f4-nss-3-039){ref-type="fig"}) but the continuous tracking sleep group failed to demonstrate offline motor learning (*P* = 0.158, [Figure 4](#f4-nss-3-039){ref-type="fig"}). This suggests that while sleep may promote offline learning of explicit discrete tasks, these findings do not generalize to a continuous task learned explicitly.

Discussion
==========

The results of this study expand on previous work that has examined the role of sleep in explicitly learned motor tasks. The results support prior studies[@b11-nss-3-039]--[@b15-nss-3-039] that demonstrate explicitly learned discrete tasks benefit from sleep to promote offline learning of the task for healthy young individuals. This study is the first to demonstrate that explicitly learning a continuous task is not enhanced overnight, but is enhanced through the passage of time not involving sleep.

One reason we propose that the explicitly learned discrete task benefited from sleep while the explicitly learned continuous task did not is the difference in motor control between these tasks. Discrete tasks are thought to rely on motor programs, while continuous tasks are thought to rely on feedback to produce movement.[@b26-nss-3-039],[@b28-nss-3-039],[@b29-nss-3-039] These differences in motor control may result in a differential effect of sleep on learning these skills. Perhaps the benefits of sleep are related to the development of the motor program, and would therefore assist the performance of discrete tasks but not continuous tasks. Future studies are needed to support this contention.

The findings of this study appear to support the findings of Kuriyama et al[@b46-nss-3-039] that more complex tasks experience a larger improvement in performance following sleep compared with simpler tasks. In the study by Kuriyama et al, participants who practiced a bimanual nine-element sequence showed a larger percentage improvement following a night of sleep compared with those participants who practiced a unimanual five-element sequence. Kuriyama et al used a discrete sequential finger-tapping task to assess offline learning, and discrete tasks have been found to be more complex than continuous tasks. By studying the neural networks involved in controlling simple discrete and continuous movements, neuroimaging studies[@b19-nss-3-039],[@b20-nss-3-039],[@b23-nss-3-039] found that discrete movements requires more extensive neuronal activation than continuous movements. Habas et al[@b25-nss-3-039] found that a discrete task is accompanied by more widespread and stronger brain activations than a continuous task, although the muscles and number of joints involved in producing both tasks are the same. They suggest that these differences are attributed to a greater complexity of the discrete task.[@b25-nss-3-039] In particular, increased activation in the sensorimotor, premotor cortex, the basal ganglia, and in the cerebellum have been found with the performance of a discrete task,[@b19-nss-3-039],[@b20-nss-3-039],[@b23-nss-3-039],[@b32-nss-3-039] and these areas have been positively correlated with task difficulty.[@b47-nss-3-039] Our findings, along with these previous studies, would suggest that sleep is more likely to enhance learning of complex tasks.

While we cannot completely rule out the influence of circadian rhythm or time-of-day of testing on the results, we feel that a time-of-day effect is an unlikely explanation for our findings. Both the sleep and no-sleep SRT groups demonstrated improvements in performance across practice (demonstrated by a main effect of block) but did not perform significantly different from each other across practice (demonstrated by no significant main effect of group) regardless of the time of day the practice session occurred. A similar improvement across practice but no group difference at practice was also demonstrated by the sleep and no-sleep continuous tracking groups. This suggests that the sleep and no-sleep groups for both the SRT and continuous tracking task performed similarly to each other despite practicing at different times of day. Furthermore, the Stanford Sleepiness Scale did not reveal group differences at practice or retention in either the SRT or continuous tracking condition at practice or retention regardless of time of day the testing occurred. In addition, if time-of-day of testing influenced our results, we would have anticipated the sleep groups and the no-sleep groups to experience similar offline learning changes regardless of task, which was not the case.

A limitation of this study is that objective sleep parameters were not acquired to verify sleep or quality of sleep during the night between the practice and retention session for the sleep groups. We did include the intervening night of sleep on the subject-maintained sleep log to ensure participants in the sleep groups did sleep during the night between practice and retention testing. Another limitation is we did not reassess explicit awareness at retention testing. We tested to ensure participants had explicit awareness prior to the initiation of practice, but did not reassess explicit awareness to verify explicit awareness had been retained. Another limitation is we cannot verify that the participants in the SRT groups had the same degree of explicit awareness as the participants in the continuous tracking groups. We ensured that all participants were able to recognize the sequence with 80% accuracy, but we did not assess for more salient explicit awareness with a recall task or production task.

The participants in the first experiment practiced the SRT sequence 130 times while the participants in the second experiment practiced the continuous tracking task sequence 80 times. We think it is unlikely that more practice of the sequence led to sleep-dependent offline learning of the SRT task and less practice inhibited sleep-dependent learning of the continuous tracking task. This contention is supported by Walker et al[@b14-nss-3-039] who determined that doubling the amount of practice did not result in additional offline improvement of the task. One would suspect that a critical amount of practice would be required to encode the memory to allow the memory to be consolidated, but this critical amount remains to be determined and would likely be task-specific. Eighty iterations of practice of the continuing tracking task sequence was sufficient to produce time-dependent offline learning of the sequence for the no-sleep group. Because it is likely that over-the-day memory consolidation is a different process than overnight memory consolidation,[@b48-nss-3-039],[@b49-nss-3-039] it cannot be ruled out that a continuous task requires a critical amount of practice to produce sleep-dependent offline learning and this critical amount was not achieved for this current study. Future studies are needed to determine the critical amount of practice required to produce sleep-dependent offline learning and if this critical amount of practice is task dependent.

Conclusion
==========

Supporting previous studies,[@b11-nss-3-039]--[@b15-nss-3-039] participants who practiced an explicit discrete task and slept following practice demonstrated a significant offline improvement in performance, while those participants who stayed awake did not demonstrate offline learning. However, those individuals who practiced an explicit continuous task did not demonstrate sleep-dependent offline learning, but did demonstrate time-dependent offline learning. It is proposed that the differences in motor control and differences in task complexity support sleep-dependent offline enhancement of discrete tasks but not continuous ones. These results have important implications for learning different types of tasks for healthy young adults.
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![The off-line learning score or change in RT performance (in milliseconds) between the last practice block and the retention test for the SRT sleep and SRT no-sleep group. A negative score indicates a faster RT at retention compared to the last block of practice. Error bars are SEM.](nss-3-039f2){#f2-nss-3-039}

![RMSE performance (in degrees) on the CT task across the practice blocks and at retention. Error bars are SEM.](nss-3-039f3){#f3-nss-3-039}

![The off-line learning score or change in tracking error (in RMSE) between the last practice block and the retention test for the CT sleep and CT no-sleep group. A negative score indicates less tracking error at retention compared to the last block of practice. Error bars are SEM.](nss-3-039f4){#f4-nss-3-039}

###### 

Descriptive information

  Group          Age (years)   MMSE         Average sleep (hours)   SSS1        SSS2
  -------------- ------------- ------------ ----------------------- ----------- -----------
  **SRT Task**                                                                  
  Sleep          26.1 (5.0)    29.9 (0.4)   7.6 (0.6)               2.4 (0.7)   2.4 (1.0)
  No-sleep       25.1 (2.1)    29.9 (0.4)   7.4 (0.6)               2.7 (0.7)   2.0 (0.9)
  **CT Task**                                                                   
  Sleep          26.5 (4.0)    30.0 (0.0)   7.4 (0.8)               2.9 (1.7)   2.3 (1.1)
  No-Sleep       24.6 (2.1)    30.0 (0.0)   7.3 (0.9)               2.5 (0.8)   1.5 (0.7)

**Note:** Data are mean (standard deviation).

**Abbreviations:** MMSE, Mini-mental Status Exam; Average sleep, average amount of sleep the week prior to testing determined by sleep log; SSS1, Stanford Sleepiness Scale at practice session; SSS2, Stanford Sleepiness Scale at retention testing.
